
CEO CORNER: Greetings ISI Team!

Michael

I have been with Innovative for just over six months now, and two

things have impressed me the most. The first is our clients. We get to

serve some interesting, kind, and fun people. I brag to my family and

anyone who will listen about how important and honorable our jobs

are! I hope you do as well. The second thing that impresses me is all

of YOU, our team. In houses, in offices, and on-site, you all put in the

work with humor and joy. You are approachable, easy to talk to, and

down-to-earth. I’ve felt accepted and like I belong immediately. Thank

you so much for welcoming everyone, and more importantly for the

phenomenal work you do with our clients. They deserve the best we

can give them.

Grateful for You events have continued for our team, families, and

clients. We had a fun ice cream and bingo event here at the San Luis

office recently. June 28 was our big Bay Beach celebration for you and

your family to come and enjoy some fun and rides. Picnics begin in

July around the state, and don’t forget to sign you and your family up

for free tickets for statewide county fairs too – ISI’s treat. Aside from

saying THANK YOU for all that you do, these events are a way we are

showing you how thankful we are for your great work.

Keep it up, you know how awesome you are, and please reach out

for any reason!
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 The ISI leadership team recently rolled up

their sleeves and joined with clients to

help three outstanding programs plant

flowers and veggies.  Clients were very

excited to help with watering and caring

for the plants Everyone worked together,

shared laughter, and a sense of purpose.

This collaborative effort fostered

meaningful connections between the team

members and program participants.  

ISI leadership Service Project:New Member of ISI Team!
Introducing Jesse Harris, our new Life
Enrichment Specialist!

We are thrilled to welcome Jesse Harris
to our team, where they will be bringing
their passion for enhancing lives and
creating memorable experiences to our
ISI community. Stay tuned for an
exciting array of activities and events
designed to create lasting memories
and enrich the lives of ISI members.

Jesse enjoys playing chess, grilling out,
and being a dad!  When asked what
Jesse was most looking forward to about
his new role, he said, "Creating lifelong
memories for clients & staff and letting
them know they are important."



Libal house and ISI Leadership Team had the
pleasure of being visited by Chef Ace Champion,
who brough healing music and culinary talents to
create a memorable experience for all. 

Chef Ace Champion created a soothing ambiance
through his music that provided a sense of
tranquility to all present. Clients and ISI
leadership got the chance to participate in
creating and dancing to music. Chef Ace
Champion then cooked a delicious meal, while
including all in the process and creation. 

The clients at Libal enjoyed the therapeutic
drumming with Chef Ace Champion so much that
they now have their own drum!

Thank you to Chef Ace Champion, for sharing
their culinary expertise and musical talent with
our beloved Libal home and ISI leadership team.
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Chef Ace Champion visit with Libal!

@ChefChampionLLC



Appearance and Communication - Wear your name
badge. If possible, have only your first name on your name
badge to prevent an individual from gaining access to your
full name. 

Contact - Contact patients/clients in advance to alert them
of the approximate time of your visit. Make your call from a
business or public phone to avoid the potential of
patients/clients being able to identify and trace your home
or cell phone number.

Planning a visit - When planning a visit to a potentially
dangerous area, ensure that you alert your office of when you
leave for the visit, the approximate time of the visit and
when you leave the patient's/client’s home. Plan to make
home visits in the morning - during daylight hours - in areas
that present safety concerns.

Directions - Make sure that you have clear directions to the
client’s home. Internet mapping is useful to search for
directions. If further clarification is needed, ask the client for
clearer direction to the residence before leaving the office. 

Do not carry a purse; instead use your pockets or a fanny-
pack. Before leaving the office, lock your purse in the trunk
of your car or cover it with a blanket so it will not be visible. 
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Safety Tips - Home Health Care
Safety & Security Controls 

BY: Becca Hrdlicka

Bay Beach Event
2023

Here are some wonderful snapshots
from our recent company event at Bay

Beach. Our staff and families came
together for a day of fun and laughter.

We extend our gratitude for all who
joined us for this incredible event. We
hope these pictures show a delightful

reminder of the strong sense of
community within Innovative Services!

 


